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ABSTRACT 
A question about near-fields suggests the following problem: If F is a finite field, K 
is a finite extension of F, and H is a multiplicative subgroup of K*, describe the 
F-linear maps +; K -+ K which fix F and leave each coset of H invariant. A plausible 
conjecture would seem to be that + must be a field automorphism. This is confirmed 
here in the case that 1 HI and IFI satisfy a certain numerical relation (and, in particular, 
when K/F is quadratic). The bulk of the argument consists of showing that an 
F-linear transformation of K which preserves F-conjugacy is almost always an automor- 
phism. 
The problem considered here is essentially a question about finite fields, 
but it arose originally in the context of near-rings. The author is grateful to 
Professors C. J. Maxson and K. C. Smith for communicating the problem to 
him in its field theoretic form and for explaining its source. 
Given a near-field N of mappings from an additive group V to itself, an 
algebraically natural object for investigation is the group Aut,(V) of aute 
morphisms of V which commute with the action of N. It is a simple matter to 
verify that if V is the additive group of N (with N acting by left multiplica- 
tion), then AutN(V) is the group R of automorphisms induced by right 
multiplication. If M is a s&near-field of N, then of course, R c Aut M( N), but 
moreover, since R is transitive on the nonzero elements of N, it follows that 
Aut,(N) = RAuts(N), where Aut$(N) denotes the subgroup of automor- 
phisms which fix 1. 
Suppose now that N is a finite Dickson near-field. In this case, the additive 
group of N is identified with that of a finite field K, and the multiplication in 
N is a “skewed” version of the field multiplication, determined by the choice 
of a particular multiplicative subgroup H of K*. (It is a result of Zassenhaus 
that all but seven finite near-fields arise in this way. See, for example, pp. 390 
and 391 of [2].) Each sub-near-field M of N corresponds to a subfield of F of K 
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[l], and it can be shown by a direct calculation that Aut&(N) is precisely the 
group of those F-linear transformations of K which fix 1 (and hence F) and 
leave the cosets of H invariant. (See Example 2.2 of [3].) The problem to be 
considered here is that of characterizing such transformations. 
It will be convenient to refer to the following hypothesis: 
HYPOTHESIS *. F is the finite field GF(q) of order q, and K is an 
extension of F of degree n. H is a proper multiplicative subgroup of K* = K \ 
{O}, and 9: K -+ K is an additive homomorphism which fixes F and leaves 
invariant each coset of H in K*. 
REMARK. The full force of F-linearity is not required in most of the 
argument, and so, a priori, + is assumed only to be additive. Note that since + 
leaves the cosets of H invariant, it is necessarily nonsingular. 
Of course, any map $: K + K leaves invariant the cosets of a multiplica- 
tive subgroup H if and only if (Y- ‘+(a) E H for every (Y E K*. If K is finite, a 
field automorphism u has this property precisely when the subgroup of K* 
consisting of elements fixed by u has order divisible by 1 K* : HI. The interest- 
ing question is whether there are other possibilities for $L The main result of 
this paper describes a situation in which the answer to this question is 
negative. 
MAIN THEOREM. Assume Hypothesis *. Suppose there exist integers 
CO>C 1,...,cn_1 with Cy:O1lcIl < q such that h =Cy<O1ciqi is divisible by IH(. 
Then $I is an automorphism of K/F. 
The following corollary is immediate, though it can be proven separately 
with considerably less effort than the theorem: 
COROLLARY 1. Assume Hypothesis *. lf n = 2, then 9 is an automor- 
phism of K/F. 
Of course, the rather unsatisfactory hypothesis of the Main Theorem begs 
the question (which will not be answered here): To what extent is Corollary 1 
true when n > 2? 
The first step in the proof is to show that up is at least “locally” an 
automorphism. 
LEMMA 1. Assume the hypothesis of the Main Theorem. Zf (Y E K such 
that F(a) = K, then (p(a) is conjugate over F to a. 
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Proof. By hypothesis, 
n-1 n-1 
h= c aiqi - C biqi, 
i-0 i=O 
where the ai’s and bi ‘s are nonnegative integers, a, bi = 0 for every i, and 
C;_-+ i + C;L~~ bi < q. 
Let a E K such that F(cu) = K, and let j3 = +(cY). Write lyi for (~9’ and pi 
for /3qi. Since up fixes F and leaves the cosets of H invariant, 
a+P = +t” + a) E H 
CZ+a! u+a 
for every a E F. Since IHI divides h, {(a + B)/(u + CY)>~ = 1, so (a + /3)h = (a 
+ ct)h for all a E F. Since 
(u + a)“’ =u+a9’=u+a, 
and 
it follows that 
n-1 n-1 
ivo t” +Pi)“‘(’ + ai)b’ = ivo (’ + ai)a’(u + Pilb’ 
for every a E F. The polynomial 
then has degree E~:ol(ui + bi)- 1 Q q - 1 and vanishes on F, so it must be 
identically zero. In other words, 
n-1 n-l 
iIjo (’ + Pi)oi(x + ai)b’ = ico (’ + ai)a’(x + Pi>“’ 
as polynomials. 
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Suppose now that +(a) is not an F-conjugate of a, so ei * pi for every i, j. 
Unique factorization then forces 
n-1 n-1 
i!$( x + ai)b’ = iv0 (x + aiy, 
and, since a,b, =0 for every i, oi = aj for some i * j. Then CY~‘= lyq’ so 
CXq I-‘= CL Thus, e E GF(q”- j)nGF(q”) = GF(q(“-h”))* K, contradicting 
F( cx) = K. Therefore, +(cY) is F-conjugate to (Y, as required. W 
The remainder of the proof is primarily combinatorial. Since no further 
use will be made of the numerical hypothesis of the Main Theorem, this part 
of the argument might be of some value in investigating possible extensions of 
the theorem. The key is a technical but elementary result about finite groups. 
LEMMA 2. Let G be a finite group with proper subgroups HI, H,, . . . , H,, 
n > 1. For each i * j, let dij= IHi n H,I, d = max{dij: 1 <i, j< n), and k = 
min{JG: HiI: 1~ i < n}. Zf c = (l/lGl)lU yz,Hi(, t&n 
(a) kc<n, 
(b> IHil~ ~jf i(kdij- ‘)/(kc - I), and 
(c) IGI < k(n - l)(kd - l)/(kc - 1). 
Proof. Since each Hi contains 1, I U y= 1 Hi) - 1 Q x:f= 1(l Hi) - l), so since 
n > 1, IU yz'=,Hil <CrellHil < nJGl/k. (a) now follows from the definition 
of c. 
For any i, 
cJGI = j Hj 
I I j=l 
G lH,I+ C (lffjl-I), 
j*i 
so 
IHi((c(G: Hi(-I) < C (IHjl-1). 
j*i 
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But H,H,c C, so lHil < IG: Hildijfor every j* i. Thus 
IHil(clG: H,I- 1) < c (JG: HiJdij- 1) 
j==i 
=J~i(clG:yI-l)~+ c (%-1). 
j*i 
Since (G: HiI > k for every i, this yields 
IHil< c ?+A c,(%-lj 
j*i J” 
kdij-1 
=+F 
so (b) is proved. 
Finally, from (b), I Hi I Q (n - l)( kd - I)/( kc - 1) for every i, so, choosing 
i such that k = IG : H, 1, we have I G I/ k Q (n - I)( kd - l)/( kc - 1). This proves 
(c). n 
LEMMA 3. Let F be a finite field and K be a finite extension of F. Let 
up: K --+ K be an additive homomorp hism which fixes F, and assume that for 
every a E K with F(a) = K, $(a) is conjugate over F to a. Then 9 is an 
automorphism of K/F except possibly if F = GF(2) and deg,K = 3, 4, or 5. 
proof. Let q=JFI, n=deg,K, and for l<i<n, define Ki=(aE 
K : +(a> = &I}. Then K, is an additive subgroup of K. Moreover, if i f j, then 
= {(YE K: (yq’-‘= &}, 
so 
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Define a function 8 on the positive integers as follows: e(l) = q, and if 
d > 1,8(d) is the number of elements (Y of GF(qd) such that F(o)= GF(qd). 
Obviously 
din 
so by Mobius inversion, 
Therefore, since 9 fixes F, 
2 4 + C p(n/d)qd. 
din 
Now 
dFndn/d)qd a 4 - ? qk 
k=l 
> q* - qm+l, 
where m is the largest proper divisor of n. If n >, 7, then n - m > n - [n/2] 
~4,soq”-m-1>,2”-m-1>,8.Thus,q”-qm+1~~qn.Ontheotherhand, 
if 2 < n < 6, the inequality 
q + c dv4sd 2 W 
din 
is easily checked. 
Lemma 2 now applies with G = K, Hi = Ki. From the preceding para- 
graph, c > i, so from parts (a) and (c) of the lemma 
kd - 1 
qfi< :(“-I)= 
< 
64n( n - 1)d 
21 ’ 
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9” < @wn - 1) n/z 21 q ’ 
so 
4 
n/2< @wn-1) 
21 . 
In particular, 2 “I2 < 64n(n - 1)/21, and it is easily verified that this forces 
n < 20. Similarly, if q = 3 then rr < 10, if q = 4 then n < 6, if q = 5 then 
n < 5, and if q > 7, then there are no possibilities with n >, 2. The problem is 
therefore reduced to a finite number of cases. 
Most of these cases may be eliminated simply by making more precise 
estimates. For particular values of n and q, 
may be calculated precisely and used as the value of c in part (b) of Lemma 2. 
Since k > p = charF and dij< q(‘-i”), this yields 
n-1 
=c 
pq(jsn)-l 
j=l PC-1 * 
This inequality may then be sharpened by using the fact that IKiJ is a power 
of p. The inequality 
q-t C E”(n/‘d)qdQ 
din 
Q t (IKilA1)+’ 
i=l 
usually yields a contradiction. 
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Take, for example, the case 9 = 2 and n = 9. With 
c=$(2+ &L(9/d)2dj>$ 
d I 9 
Lemma l(b) implies 
-I> 
= g-48) -=c 64, 
so since 1 Ki ( is a power of 2, 
But then 
l’il< 32 for every i . 
506=2g-23+2< I; K, 
i=l 
I 
9 
< c (pq-1)+1 
i=l 
< 9(31) + 1 = 280, 
a contradiction. 
After such checking, the following cases remain: 9 = 2 and n = 3, 4, 5, 6, 
or 8. To complete the proof of the lemma, it is only the last two of these 
which need to be eliminated. 
In both these cases, it is convenient to make use of the fact that F G Ki for 
every i. By applying Lemma l(b) to G = K/F and Hi = K,/F, 1 <i < n, 
somewhat sharper estimates can be obtained than with G = K. The lemma 
implies in this case that 
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where 
With n = 8, 
whence 
so IK,/FI Q 16 for every i. Moreover, J(K,/F)n(‘i+,/F)J = 1, so 
IKi/FI(K,+,/FI Q IK/Fl= g7, 
implying that either IKi/FI<23 or IK,+1/FI<23 for every i. Hence, 
(Ki /F ( B 8 for at least four values of i. But then 
< 4(8- 1)+4(16- l)+l 
= 89, 
which is the desired contradiction. 
In the case q = 2, n = 6, the bound c 2 (1/2’)(2 +C,, a&6/d)2d) = z 
seems to be useless, so the first step is to show that, in fact, c = 1. 
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Since + preserves F-conjugacy outside the proper subfields of K, it leaves 
invariant K \GF(22)UGF(23). Now if (Y is in the kernel of $, then (Y E 
GF(22)~GF(23) and for all /3 E K \ GF(22)~GF(23), p is conjugate over F 
to (Y + p [since G(p) = $(CX + p)]. Then p2’ is conjugate to 02’ + p2’ for all i, 
so in fact p is conjugate to (Ye’ + p for every p E K \ GF(22)~GF(23). A 
simple computation in GF(2’) reveals that (Y can only be 0, so + is bijective. 
Therefore, + must leave GF(22)UGF(23) invariant, and, since it is additive 
(so the image of each subfield under + is an additive group), + must leave 
each subfield invariant. 
Since + fixes F, it must then induce an automorphism on GF(22), so 
GF(22) c U yclKj. Suppose now that there exists an element (Y E GF(23) 
which is not in U T= i K i. Then two Fconjugacy classes of GF(23) outside F 
are represented by (Y and OL + 1, so, by composing 9 with a suitable automor- 
phism, it may be assumed that @(CT) = (Y + 1. 
Now rr E F and ]GF(23)*] = 7, so GF(23)* = (a). On the other hand, it 
may be checked that if 8 is any root of the polynomial x6 = x + 1 (over F), 
then K* = (0). It may therefore be assumed that 8 is chosen such that 
8’ = (Y; therefore, since f? = 8 + 1, e4 + fi3 = CX. Now e4 and e3 belong to no 
proper subfield of K, so +(d')= (04)2' and +(83)=(e3)2’ for some i and j. 
Therefore, 
However, by simply computing the F-conjugates of e4 and e3 in K, it is easy 
to check that no such equation is possible. 
The upshot of this is that U yclKj = K, so c = 1. Now Lemma l(b) yields 
)K,/FI< ; (2(h6)-l) 
j=l 
= 15, 
SO, since IK,/FI is a power of 2, IK,/FI < 8 for every i. Moreover, 
IK,/FIIK,+,/FIGIK/FI=~~, so, for every i, either IK,/FI<4 or 
(K,+,/FI 6 4. Hence, IKi/FI G 4 for at least three values of 4 and so 
32=11</Fl< f (IKJFI-~)+~ 
i=l 
<3(4-1)+3(8-l)+l 
= 31, 
a contradiction. This completes the proof of Lemma 3. 
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REMARK. The case where c = 1 (when $ maps every element of K to an 
F-conjugate) and + is F-linear is perhaps of some independent interest. In this 
case, each Ki is an F-subspace of K, and so the hypothesis that F be finite may 
be omitted (since a vector space over an infinite field cannot be a union of 
finitely many proper subspaces). Even when c = 1, however, the cases that 
F = GF(2) and n = 3,4, or 5 must be excluded. For example, the polynomials 
p(x)=x3+x+1, 9(x)=r4+x+1, and r(x)=x5+r2+1 are all irreduc- 
ible over GF(2). If a, /3, and y are roots of p(r), 9(x), and r(x) respectively, 
the following maps extend to GF(2)linear transformations of GF(23), GF(24), 
and GF(2’) which preserve conjugacy but which are not field automor- 
phisms: 
+,:1+1 Cp2:1+1 G3:1+1 
a+ff2 Y+Y4 
lx2 -+ a $ <i2 Y2 -+ Y2 
P3-,P3 y3+y+y2+y3+y4 
Y4 -+Y 
It is interesting, in view of the Main Theorem, that (p2 leaves invariant the 
subgroup of order 5 in GF(24)* (but not, of course, its other cosets). 
The proof of the Main Theorem is now almost immediate from Lemmas 1 
and 3. Since GF(23)* and GF(25)* each have prime order, the only case to 
consider is K = GF(24), F = GF(2). Here, H can have order 3 or 5, both of 
which satisfy the numerical hypothesis of the theorem. 
For any a E K = GF(24), let [a] be the set of Fconjugates of a. Then by 
Lemma 1 and Hypothesis *, C#J leaves (Ha)n [a] invariant for every a E K *. 
Now if IHI = 3, it may be checked that (Ha)n[a] = (a} for every a= K*, so 
c#~ must be the identity map. If IHI = 5, then (Ha)n[a] = (a, a4}, so +(a)=,a 
or a4 for every a E K*. But then K = K, U K,, where Ki = (a: +(a) = a2’}. 
Since a group cannot be the union of two proper subgroups, this forces 
K = K, or K,, and so + is an automorphism of K/F. Thus, the proof of the 
Main Theorem is complete. 
Proof of Corolhy 1. If deg, K = 2, every proper subgroup of K* has 
order at most (92 - 1)/2. Now any integer h between 1 and (92 - 1)/2 can 
be written as aq + b = (a + 1)q - (9 - b), where a and b are nonnegative 
integers with 0 Q b < 9. Then a = [h/q] < [(92 - l)/29] < (9 - 1)/2. It fol- 
lows that either a + b Q 9 or (a + 1)+(9 - b) < 9 [according as b < (9 + 1)/2 
or b > (9 + 1)/2], so the hypothesis of the Main Theorem is satisfied for every 
subgroup of K * . n 
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An equivalent way of stating the conclusion of Corollary 1 is that the set 
of elements of the form (IL _ $(a), (Y E K*, generates K* when + is not an 
automorphism of K/F. Since K* is a cyclic group, one might consider the 
possibility that K* is actually generated by a single such element. The 
example of F = GF(7), K = F(i) ( w h ere i2 + 1 = 0) with G(i) = i + 1 shows 
that this, in fact, need not be the case. 
COROLLARY 2. Assume Hypothesis *. If H is the group of nonzero 
elements of a proper subfield of K containing F, then + is an automorphism 
of K/F. 
Proof. In this case, IHI = q* - 1 for some m, so the hypothesis of the 
Main Theorem is certainly satisfied. n 
COROLLARY 3. Let K be a finite extension of a finite field F, and let 
N: K * -+ F * be the norm map. Assume + is an additive homomorphism 
K -+ K which fixes F and such that 
N(+(a))=N(a) foreveq a~ K. 
If deg, K G IF 1, then + is an automorphism of K/F. 
Proof. Let H be the kernel of N. Then by hypothesis, OL- r+(o) E H for 
all a E K. Therefore, since 
9”-1 
IHI = q-1 
zz 9 n-l+9n-2+ .*a+9+1, 
where n = deg, K, the Main Theorem applies. W 
It is perhaps appropriate to mention here the general fact that if the cosets 
of a subgroup H, are invariant under +, then the same is true for any 
subgroup H, containing H,, and so, in searching for examples where Hy- 
pothesis * holds yet $ is not an automorphism, it suffices to check only those 
subgroups H of prime index in K*. Unfortunately, the numerical hypothesis of 
the Main Theorem seems rarely to hold in this case, particularly if the order of 
F is small compared to deg, K or if H has relatively small index in K*. 
Actually, subgroups whose indices in K* are large compared to their orders 
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are eliminated from consideration by the following corollary: 
COROLLARY 4. Assume Hypothesis * and furthermore that + is F-linear. 
If 
then + is an automorphism of K/F. 
Proof. For each h E H, let K, = {cx E K: @(a) = ah}. Each K, is an 
F-subspace of L, and each pair of distinct K,‘s intersect trivially. Moreover, 
by hypothesis, K is the union of the K,‘s. Therefore, Lemma 2(b) implies that 
I K, I < ) H I - 1 for every h E H. [A more direct way of seeing this is to observe 
that, if (Y E K \ K, and p = @(LX), then the map K, --, H defined by 
x : hx+P _ +(x+4 
x+CY x+ff 
is injective and misses h.] 
If hEH, then IK,J=q”for some m, so (HI>,q*+l. Now if l<i< 
[q/2] 9 + [( 9 + 1)/2] (where [r] denotes the greatest integer less than or 
equal to x), it is easily verified that i can be written as a9 + b where a and b 
are integers with I a I + I b I < 9 - 1. By the Main Theorem, it follows that, if r#~ is 
not an automorphism of K/F, then IHI > 9m +[9/2]9 +[(9 + 1)/2], so 
I K, I < I H ( - [q/2] 9 - [( 9 + 1)/2]. Hence in the notation of Lemma 2, 
By Lemma 2(a), k < (HI- 1, so 
and the corollary is proved. n 
Interestingly, although the methods used in this paper depend crucially on 
the finiteness of the fields involved, Corollary 1 happens to be valid when F is 
the field R of real numbers and K = C, the complex numbers. For, if + is an 
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R-linear transformation of C which fixes 1, it is routine to check that the set S 
of all complex numbers of the form z -‘G(Z) (where z E C*) is a circle in the 
complex plane (unless $I is the identity). In fact, if up = a + bi, this circle is 
centered at the point $( b + 1 - ai) and has radius +{a” + (b - 1)2}“2. It then 
follows that, unless + is the identity or complex conjugation, the set S2 = 
{uu: U, u E S} contains an open disc D. (One way to see this is to note that, 
except in these two cases, if T denotes the image of S under some branch of 
the natural logarithm function, then the set T is not contained in a one-dimen- 
sional IW-subspace of C, so T + T = {u + u : u, o E T} contains an open subset.) 
We may assume, of course, that D does not contain the origin. Since D is 
open, the subgroup generated (multiplicatively) by D.(and hence, all of its 
cosets in C*) is open. But C* is connected, so D (and thus S) generates C*. 
Therefore, except when + is an automorphism of C/R, up cannot leave 
invariant the cosets of any proper multiplicative subgroup of C *. 
Another infinite situation which admits an easy argument is the following: 
Let K be any subfield of R, and H be the multiplicative subgroup of positive 
elements of K. If (p: K -+ K is additive, fixes 1, and leaves the cosets of H 
invariant, then + is the identity. For suppose (Y E K such that p = +(a) * (Y. 
Replacing (Y by - (Y if necessary, we may assume (Y < p. Then (Y < c/d < /3 for 
somec,dEZ,d>O,soda<c<d/3.Hence,c-doEHsoc-dfl=+(c- 
da) E H. Therefore, d/3 -C c, a contradiction. 
Finally in the context of infinite fields, it is perhaps worth noting that the 
injection K, + H defined in the first paragraph of the proof of Corollary 4 
does not depend on K being finite. Hence, for example, if Hypothesis * holds 
and H has cardinality strictly less than K, then since K = U ,, E HKh, K, must 
be all of K, so $I must be the identity. Thus, for example, the identity map is 
the only additive homomorphism C + C which fixes Q and leaves invariant 
the cosets of a countable subgroup of Q=*. 
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